
IN-360

Powerful, fast 
envelope 
feeding

Your Mailing System

Smart and  
user-friendly

Space saving 
design



IN-360

Revenue Growth

Access the cheapest postage tariffs, 
saving on costs with every letter or 
parcel you send

Avoid mix-ups in mail or package 
delivery when utilising an in-house 
mailing process

Optimise Efficiency. Ensure Quality.

Compact, Quiet and Easy to Use

Growing businesses count on innovative productivity tools to keep their offices 
running smoothly. The IN-360 professional franking system makes it simple to 
weigh, frank and send your mail. 

Accurate and Flexible Weighing
Reliability is at its best with a large 

integrated weighing platform that can 
handle parcels up to 30kg

Shortcut Keys
Shortcut keys help you speed 

up mail processing for 
maximum ease-of-use

Risk Mitigation



IN-360

Expand customer engagement by  
sending mail and packages to your 
customers in a fraction of the time

Maximise productivity thanks 
to ease-of-use

Optimise Efficiency. Ensure Quality.

Compact, Quiet and Easy to Use

Easy to operate, the IN-360 is designed to integrate smoothly into your office 
environment and process mail efficiently. With its state-of-the-art technology and 
whisper-quiet operation, you are sure to have the best solution to meet your needs. 

Versatility
All sizes of envelopes can be handled with 
the enhanced platform. Labels can also be 
processed if you need to send parcels or 
thick envelopes 

Connectivity
Connect with high-speed LAN 
and get the latest postal rates, 
software updates, ink alerts,  
and remote diagnostics

Customer Engagement Expense Control 



Speed 45 lpm

Envelope - minimum 89 x 127mm

Envelope - maximum 229 x 324mm

Maximum envelope thickness Up to 10mm

Envelope orientation Landscape or Portrait

Job imprint memories 9

Weighing platform (integrated) 2kg, 225 x 209mm

Slogans 10

Personalised text messages Yes

PIN code protection Yes

Incoming mail date stamp Yes

Accounts reporting and control 30 accounts

Online Services

Automatic rate download Yes

Low-ink email alerts Yes

Remote diagnostics Yes

System Dimensions

Length x Height x Depth 432 x 254 x 381mm

Options

Differential weighing Yes

External weighing platform 3 / 5 / 10 / 30kg

Accounts upgrade Up to 100

Catch tray Yes

Barcode scanner Yes

External USB printer Yes

Connectivity LAN

IN-360 Specifications

About Quadient

Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on four key 
solution areas including Customer Experience Management, Business Process Automation, Mail-related Solutions, and 
Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify the connection between people and what matters. Quadient supports 
hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in their quest to create relevant, personalized connections and achieve 
customer experience excellence. Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris (QDT) and belongs to the  
SBF 120 index.

For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com.

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other 
company and product names may be trademarks and are the property of their respective 
owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, functions, 
performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time. 


